DRAFT AGENDA FOR THE SIXTH MEETING (1976)¹
OF THE TEXTILES SURVEILLANCE BODY

There will be a meeting of the Textiles Surveillance Body in the new ILO building, Room III, R-3, on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, 12-14 April. The meeting will start at 10.0 a.m.

The following are the main subjects for discussion:

1. Approval of the draft report of the fifth meeting (TEX.SB/W/77).
2. Review of notifications

A. New notifications

(a) Norway/India - Article 3:5 (TEX.SB/112). This notification was circulated during the last meeting. Presentation by both parties is scheduled for Monday, 12 April, at 10.0 a.m.

(b) Norway/Thailand - Article 3 (TEX.SB/113). This notification was circulated during the last meeting; no reference was made therein to the Article under which the unilateral action was taken by Norway.

(c) Canada/Poland - Article 4 (TEX.SB/114 and Add.1).

(d) Thailand - Article 2:1 (TEX.SB/115).

(e) EEC/Malaysia (TEX.SB/116)
   Article 4 agreement; notified under Article 2:4
   Phase-out programme; notified under Article 2:2(i).

(f) EEC/Hong Kong (TEX.SB/117)
   Article 4 agreement; notified under Article 2:4
   Phase-out programme; notified under Article 2:2(i).

(g) EEC/Macao (TEX.SB/118)
   Article 4 agreement; notified under Article 2:4
   Phase-out programme; notified under Article 2:2(i).

(h) EEC/Singapore (TEX.SB/119)
   Article 4 agreement; notified under Article 2:4
   Phase-out programme; notified under Article 2:2(i).

(i) EEC/Korea (TEX.SB/120)
   Article 4 agreement; notified under Article 2:4
   Phase-out programme; notified under Article 2:2(i).
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(j) EEC/Brazil (TEX.SB/121)  
Phase-out programme – Article 2:2(i).

(k) EEC/Colombia/Egypt/Mexico/Thailand (TEX.SB/122)  
Phase-out programme – Article 2:2(i)

(l) Hong Kong/Canada (TEX.SB/123)  
The problem relating to Annex B, Section 1(a) of the Arrangement.

(m) Japan/EEC – status report under Article 2:4 (TEX.SB/124)


B. Notifications before the TSB

(a) Import régime of Mexico (TEX.SB/102). The replies to the questions posed by the TSB in the course of its first review of the report received from Mexico are still awaited.

(b) Notification by Jamaica – Article 2:4 (TEX.SB/104). Communication to the TSB of any such decision as may be taken by the Jamaican Government as to the justification of existing restrictions under GATT.

3. Continuation of the discussion on the analysis by the TSB of the operation of the Arrangement for the major review.

4. Other business.